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Fulvio Codecasa is

managing director of Cantieri

Navali Ugo Codecasa SpA,

president of Cantieri Navali

Codecasa Due SpA and

special prosecutor of

Cantieri Navali Codecasa Tre

Spa.

ot many can boast two centuries
of history in the field of building
pleasure boats.
The company I run has a long history of build-
ing just about every type of nautical vessel.
We've gone from commercial tall ships to fish-
ing boats, from container ships to Coast Guard
cutters, from off-short sport boats to steel-
hulled displacement yachts of up to 65 meters,
as well as aluminum-hulled speedboats. 
Codecasa shipyard was founded in Viareggio

in 1825, when Giovanni Battista Codecasa (b.1803) began
building sailing vessels. My shipwright ancestor expressed his
talents constructing vessels like brigantines, schooners and bar-
quentines, which was a typical large berth vessel of the area. 
Later, in 1902, his namesake grandson, known as Tistino,
founded his own shipyards in the Lucca docks for the building
of small ships. Then, moving to the larger New Tuscan Docks,
he was able to expand his production capacities in response to

the revolution in the naval construction that included adding
motors to sailing vessels and the preference of metal over wood
building material. 
Tistino was my grandfather and, according to our calculations,
by 1946 he had built almost 100 vessels. When he died, the
shipyards were inherited by two of his five children: Sandro and
my father, Ugo. I think the new generation of owners managed
the conversion from wood to metal very well; the company
emerged as one of the Italian pioneers in steel ship building.
They built commercial vessels, fishing boats, and everything
from support boats to small cargo boats. 
We entered into the luxury recreational nautical market in the
1970's when I took over management of the shipyard. After my
father's death I found myself at the helm of the company and I
decided to try my hand at building large pleasure boats. At the
time it was still a niche market, not particularly well-explored,
but it seemed promising to me. Shortly thereafter we were
among the first to construct steel-hulled yachts. The first launch
of one of these vessels took place in 1970 with an 80-footer
called "Gram", designed with an explorer look with the colla-
boration of Architect Franco Harrauer. Two years later we
launched the G.V. First, a 35-meter yacht.
In 1977 the company went from private to public ownership,
and Cantieri Navali Ugo Codecasa S.p.A. came into being in
the new port, Nuova Darsena. In 1982 we integrated my uncle
Sandro's business and the company name became Cantieri
Navali Codecasa Due S.p.A. In Darsena Toscana (Tuscan
Docks) and then in 1987, we acquired Giorgetti shipyards and
created Navali Codecasa Tre S.p.A.
Another high point in our history, this time on the building side,
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“To each potential customer we offer
the possibility to have fun in

his ideal yacht, this is both from an
aestethic and a functional point of view”.

>
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History
1825 Giovanni Battista Codecasa (born in 1803) began working as shipwright in Viareggio.
1902 Giovan Battista Codecasa, known as Tistino (born in 1875) continued his family
tradition and together with his father Antonio established  his own yard for the building of
sailing boats.
In a State property of 1,258 square meters, located eastward of Darsena Lucca in Viareggio,
granted to the Codecasa family, the Shipyard “Antonio Codecasa e Figli” was built.
1946 with more than 50 sailing ships to his credit, in addition to fishing boats, gunboats,
barges and many other kinds of boats, Giovan Battista Codecasa retired from the business and
left the family company, located in the Darsena Toscana, to his two sons, Ugo and Sandro
1973Fulvio Codecasa succeeded his father Ugo in the Shipyard management, still producing
working boats and starting the building of luxury motoryarchts.
1977 Building of the new Cantieri Navali Ugo Codecasa S.p.A. in the Nuova Darsena of
Viareggio.
1982 Conversion of the old Codecasa Shipyards in the Darsena Toscana into the Codecasa Due
joint stock company.
1987 Building of the new Codecasa Tre S.p.A. Shipyards in the Nuova Darsena of Viareggio.
2011 Partial move of the production into the new site in the Darsena dei Navicelli in Pisa.

came about in the 2000s when we started building open class
vessels in aluminum. We first built a 35-footer completely in alu-
minum, motorized with twin MTU engines paired with a Kame-
wa waterjet. It was designed along with Architect Andre Baci-
galupo, a true expert in fast hulls. We called it Codecasa 35s,
and the first one was christened "Maria Carla" in honor of my
wife. 
Today Cantieri Navali Codecasa are specialized in the con-
struction of large yachts in steel and in aluminum, up to 72
meters, fast yachts up to 50 meters and we still build Coast
Guard cutters. 
That is some fascinating history, but what are the cardi-
nal points on which your shipyards have always based
their naval building business. 
To sum it up, we uphold two fundamental principles: quality
standards that demand absolute excellence and maximum flex-
ibility in ship design and building. I never compromise on these
two factors, and this is what I have tried to pass on to my
daughters and their husbands, who will follow me at the helm
of the shipyards. We owe our fame to our time-proven high
standards of quality; it is our legacy to this day. Every building
phase undergoes severe and constant controls by our staff and
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myself personally. We have well-consolidated relationships with
outside contractors and suppliers who have worked with us for
years, in some cases for decades. They are companies who
are thoroughly familiar with the level of quality of our products
and our expectations. Everything we build is completely cus-
tom made; it is as if each client came here with a blank sheet
of paper on which to draw the yacht of their dreams. We are
committed to building whatever best suits their needs.
What are the elements of naval construction that can be
sacrificed in order to – for example – cut costs or meet
designing needs? 
I have to repeat that my absolute number one priority, over
every other aspect, is quality. I believe that in the current mar-
ket situation, where there is a saturation of boats for sale or
available, what makes the difference in convincing a boat
owner to purchase a certain brand from a particular shipyard
lies precisely in quality, solid craftsmanship, precision and
accurate execution. Generally speaking, I think that neither
the need to cut costs nor the desire to follow design trends
should ever make us compromise those construction tenets
that guarantee a yacht's safety as a means of transportation.
I think that in the case of Codecasa, certifications released
by organizations such as MCA, Lloyd’s Register, Rina and
ABS provide sufficient proof that all safety regulations have
been fully complied with. 
As you mentioned, among the many vessels you have
built, you have and continue to build Cutters for the Ita-
lian Coast Guard. How much of your experience in is area

has been adopted for recreational vessels?
They are two very different types of products, with completely
different operating standards. Building solutions and specifica-
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Main
It is 65 meters long and 11.2 wide, it is

made of steel with an aluminium

superstructure. It has a displacement

of 940 tons.

Codecasa 42 Vintage series –

Manufacture F75. The two Cat

engines, each1650 hp  can

reach a top speed of 17

knots. The fuel tank capacity

of more than 70,000 liters

ensures an excellent

range.
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Framura 3
The Codecasa 50s with light

displacement has a top

speed of about 28 knots,

thanks to two waterjets

Kamewa 80 S III and a

central booster 71B III.

It is  made entirely of

aluminium and has a

displacement of 280 tons.

The 51 meter steel made Aldabra Motoryacht is able to navigate in the ocean seas and

complies with the Mca and Lloyd’s. Thanks to two Caterpillar 3516 B engines it can reach a top

speed of 17 knots. It can host up to 12/14 guests, in addition to 10 crew members  in 5 double

cabins.

tions are different as well. It's hard to hypothesize an osmosis
between the two.
Rather than trying to create an interchange between the pro-
fessional and recreational worlds, I think that both types of pro-
ducts should be built with significant professionalism and full
respect for the safety regulations of each area, using appropri-
ate materials and employing highly qualified personnel. The
guiding principle here again is reliability, whether we are talking
about a vessel designed to save people from a shipwreck or a
recreational yacht. 
What are you building currently?
At the moment we at working on the first 50-meter yacht of our
Vintage series. We have already built two 42-meter yachts for

the same series, our Hull C121. The boat is being built in our
shipyard in the Navicelli docks in Pisa. Delivery is planned for
the summer season of 2015. This is a very important ship for
us because it will be the flagship for Vintage, a series that we
first presented in 2011 with Hull F73 which was followed by a
second 42-meter, the F75 launched last summer. The series is
characterized by a high vertical prow and vaguely retró interior
and exterior design is, especially thanks to materials and shapes
that remind you of ships from days gone by. We are in the ear-
liest phases of constructing our third 42-meter, the F76, which
differs from the others by as its master cabin runs the entire
length of the main deck.
Do you always work with designers you already know or
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are you open to working with designers your clients have
chosen?
We are open to both solutions. There are boat owners who
appreciate our models the way we present them and trust us
to develop a personalized proposal for them. In this case we
offer them the expertise of our engineering department and of
our long-time collaborators such as architects Anna Maria and
Franco Della Role. But other ship owners come to us with an
already well-defined plan, and completed by their own design-
ers and engineers. At that point we just build it for them. Here
too, our personnel is on hand to provide technical support
throughout the building process, and we maintain a constant
dialogue between the ship owner's staff and our shipyard ma-
nagement.
What is your opinion on the current state of yachting?
Times have changed. The market in general is certainly not the
same as it was six years ago and when we speak specifically
about the nautical market, the numbers are chilling. Just look

TENSHI (ex FRAMURA 2) 

This 45 meter fast yacht is

equipped with 2 waterjets

KaMeWa 71S 3,  one

booster 63 B 3, three Mtu

engines each of 2400 Hp.

LADY LAU
The 65 meter Codecasa

yacht has been designed

according to the specific

tastes of its owner who has

studied the stages of

processing, step by step

together with

architects

Anna Maria and

Franco Della Rolle.at the drastic reduction of orders and projects in progress since
2008. Recent studies published by UCINA, show that the nau-
tical recreation market has returned to the levels of thirteen
years ago. This is the situation throughout our market sector
from the smallest boats to the medium sized ones, all the way
to seagoing ships. A shipyard like ours, specialized in building
yachts of over 35-meters, which never manufactures more than
2 to 3 units per year will probably weather the storm without too
much difficulty. This is due on the one hand to how long it takes
to build one of these vessels and on the other hand on the fact
that with this kind of product we never run the risk of accumu-
lating unsold stock. 
And what do you see as the future trend?
I think there will be a tendency to build larger and larger boats,
over 24 meters at least. The small and medium boat sales will
continue to suffer, as their customers are concentrated among
small entrepreneurs and professionals who are the most 
effected by the economic crisis.

CODECASA 72 – mt 72

CODECASA 65 – mt 65

CODECASA 50 – mt 50

CODECASA 42 – mt 42
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